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QUESTION 1

A developer needs to update the package.json file so that it points to the hook file for a cartridge, using the hooks
keyword. Which snippets works correctly when added to the file? 

A. {"hooks": "./scripts/hooks.json"} 

B. {hooks: ./cartridge/scripts/hooks.json} 

C. {hooks: ./scripts/hooks.json} 

D. {"hooks": "./cartridge/scripts/hooks.json"} 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC1/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2Fcontent%2Fb2c_commerce%2Ftopics%2Fsfra%2Fb2c_sfra_hooks.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A Digital Developer is inspecting the weekly service status report for a critical internally-hosted web service used in the
application and notices that there are too many instances of unavailability. 

Which two solutions are possible options to reduce the unavailability of the service? (Choose two.) 

A. Modify the code that makes the request to the external service to be wrapped in a try / catch block. 

B. Change the code that makes the request to set the throwOnError attribute, of the service, to be true. 

C. Increase the web service time out. 

D. Update the external service to have a faster response time. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer created a basic SFRA form to capture the customer\\'s first name, last name, and email address and render
it on the next page. The developer is able to see all form elements and is able to enter information and submit.
However, the developer notices that the submitted information is not getting rendered on the Storefront. 

Which two mistakes might cause this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. The actionUrl does not have any form action set. 

B. The form object is not passed to the rendering template. 

C. The form definition is incorrect. 

D. The form does not pass all validations. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Given a template rendered by a controller with caching and a remote include without caching, which situation applies? 

A. The remote include portion is not cached, but the rest of the page is cached 

B. Both the remote include portion and the rest of the page are cached 

C. The page is cached only for returning customers because of the remote include 

D. The page is not cached because the remote include introduces an uncached portion 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two of these situations are appropriate cases for using the B2C Commerce OCAPIs? (Choose two.) 

A. Extending System Object Type definitions with new attributes. 

B. Displaying a list of B2C Commerce products in a mobile app. 

C. Showing the customer\\'s information in their B2C Commerce "My Account" page. 

D. Updating Inventory information from a management software. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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